Structure prediction and molecular docking studies of aromatic hydrocarbon sensing proteins TbuT, HbpR and PhnR to detect priority pollutants.
On-line detection of aromatic hydrocarbon pollutants in aqueous environments can be achieved by biosensing strains having fusion of gene responsible for pollutant sensing protein with a reporter gene. Regulatory proteins TbuT, HbpR and PhnR are such proteins for recognizing one-, two-and three-ring aromatic hydrocarbon pollutants respectively, for which the structure is not known till date. Aim of the present study was to predict the structure of proteins and to determine their in-silico interaction with array of pollutants. Structure prediction of proteins was performed using I-TASSER and Phyre2 and refined with ModRefiner and 3DRefine. Total 14 models were obtained for each protein and the best model had more than 95% coverage in Ramachandran plot region. After successful structure prediction, molecular interaction of proteins with respective aromatic hydrocarbon pollutants categorized by United States Environmental Protection Agency was studied using AutoDockVina where the binding energy was found to fall in range of -4.6 to -8.4 kcal/mol. The types of protein-pollutant interaction were analyzed by LigPlus and Discovery Studio 2017 R2 Client which were found to be similar for standard and pollutant compounds. This study enables us to predict the range of pollutants possible to be detected using these regulatory protein-based biosensors.